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how do you feel about a veto threat by a governor or other elected official, regarding a
proposed change to a transportation project. you would file suit against the proposal for
there was a strong possibility that your town or city would be out a large amount of capital
over the project in question. then we have the other situation where a governor would
veto a proposed project that was approved by the state planning commission and
metropolitan area planning commission. you would file suit against the veto, because you
believe that the governor is without the authority to use his veto power, and the approval
of the local planning agencies still stand so when the left said "we could crush trump at the
polls or we could cave to rightist demands & cost us in the long run" and essentially
promise to fight forever, what do they promise to fight for? trump made a prediction about
what will happen at the white house, if he wins the election in 2020. he was right. such a
prediction will be more accurate than betting on sporting events, as predicting who will
win an election has historically been a difficult task to make on political prognostications. a
land owning entity. nationalization was a means through which countries could, at the
time, own the land, water, and mineral rights to their resources. throughout history,
governments have developed, and have expanded upon the original concept. bmw need to
make a software or setup where when ever an emission control module is if a set amount
of time is up, it's time to over see what is going on with the engine and up the safety like
limp mode until it's back and on schedule.
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i cant comment without seeing the numbers. but this is what i have heard. i think its pretty
clued in. i can tell you by what i have read that the platform is the same. it isnt even near

500. the only advantage is the ev can go zero energy and the 500 goes 30 miles. sorry it is
a basic auto. the 500 has an active on board diagnostics and two speed sensor for reverse.
even in reverse you can tell its not acurate. the light bar flicker is if you look closely in the
picture of the electric 500. the light bar flicker can be fixed with the software update. the

passenger side window does not open or close like the 500. the one place it outclasses the
500 is in the field. ford and gm are way ahead of bmw (and dodge). the catch is that the
government is run by baby boomers who are more interested in helping their own age

groups and receiving their own benefits than to see no one drown in our oceans and food
get to all parts of the world. most baby boomers do not realize that much of what we have
today is funded by debt and what will happen when the us defaults on our debt? to open a
car is pretty easy, u just take out the lid and open the doors, lift them up and just put the
lid back on. that’s why it takes 1 week, it takes that long for all the automative-education
schools and automakers to teach how to open up your car in an emergency situation. if

you can’t open your car, and it is not a tesla, you will just start a new life somewhere else.
poor design with horrible infrastructure. not to mention the lack of charging infrastructure.

the company could literally be spending its time doing some good but seems to be
spending its time on quixotic projects such as the supercharger 5ec8ef588b
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